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The submitted final Bachelor Thesis by the student Michalis Playbell on the topic „Treatment of Anterior Cruciate Ligament“ comprises 68 pages of text with reference to 12 sources from literature, 14 from Websites and 14 from lectures which he attended during his study at the FTVS in Prague. The text is completed by 26 pictures and 9 tables.

The Thesis is composed of 2 main sections, general and special and their respective chapters.

I have a few objections to the thesis and some questions to the student:

- The quotations cited in the list of literature are all incomplete (the publisher and ISBN are not included)

- Page 53. Evaluation of gait in Initial Kinesiologic Examination should be more detailed: „There is a small limping of right leg“ or Page 61. „Walking examination is good“. This description does not express in a sufficient way the gait disorder.

- Page 53. Please explain the difference between the „Length test“ and the „Shortening test“.

- Page 57. How did you evaluate joint play of lateral meniscus?

- Page 65. Final Kinesiologic examination: „Pain still felt slightly especially the medial movements“. In which joint?

Conclusion: The Thesis fulfills all requirements for a Bachelor’s Thesis and I therefore recommend it for defense.
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